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Abstract: Saltmarshes provide high-value ecological services and play an important role in coastal
ecosystems and populations. As the rate of sea level rise accelerates in response to climate change,
saltmarshes and tidal environments and the ecosystem services that they provide could be lost in those
areas that lack sediment supply for vertical accretion or space for landward migration. Predictive
models could play an important role in foreseeing those impacts, and to guide the implementation
of suitable management plans that increase the adaptive capacity of these valuable ecosystems.
The SLAMM (sea-level affecting marshes model) has been extensively used to evaluate coastal
wetland habitat response to sea-level rise. However, uncertainties in predicted response will also
reflect the accuracy and quality of primary inputs such as elevation and habitat coverage. Here,
we assessed the potential of SLAMM for investigating the response of Atlantic-Mediterranean
saltmarshes to future sea-level rise and its application in managerial schemes. Our findings show
that SLAMM is sensitive to elevation and habitat maps resolution and that historical sea-level trend
and saltmarsh accretion rates are the predominant input parameters that influence uncertainty in
predictions of change in saltmarsh habitats. The understanding of the past evolution of the system,
as well as the contemporary situation, is crucial to providing accurate uncertainty distributions and
thus to set a robust baseline for future predictions.
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1. Introduction

Saltmarsh ecosystems are considered to be particularly sensitive to changes in environmental
forcing, especially to sea-level rise [1–3]. In order to understand the local response of these systems, it is
essential to appreciate both global and local sea-level change and how these affect physical processes
(e.g., inundation, sedimentation and salinity regime) and therefore ecosystem dynamics.

At the end of the 21st century, the rate of global sea-level rise (GSLR) is anticipated to be several
times higher than that measured over the 20th century [4,5]. However, complex mechanisms over
different time scales play crucial roles in sea-level change, which complicates the understanding of
its impact [6,7]. Significant dissimilarities in future projections exist, varying from 0.28–0.98 m [7]
over the period 1986–2005 and 2100 based on physical models (such as atmosphere–ocean general
circulation models (AOGCM) that participated in Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5))
to 0.5–1.4 m [8] and 0.57–1.1 m [9] by 2100 (with respect to the 1990 and 1980–2000 level respectively)
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based on semi-empirical models. More recent studies that emphasize ice-sheet contributions to
sea-level rise have estimated that the rise in global mean sea-level could exceed 2 m by 2100 [10,11].
The uncertainty in future sea-level predictions is significant, thus obscuring the magnitude of this
phenomenon and the severity of possible impacts in coastal areas.

Although there are still uncertainties about future GSLR projections, two things are clear and
certain: (i) that global sea level is rising and (ii) that it varies regionally. With respect to saltmarshes,
Relative Sea-Level Rise (RSLR), which is affected by GSLR and vertical land movements [12], is a
crucial variable for foreseeing potential impacts in specific coastal systems. The saltmarsh net elevation,
and the balance between accretion and RSLR, will determine whether or not a saltmarsh will respond
positively (vertical accretion > sea-level rise) or negatively (vertical accretion < sea-level rise; increasing
the potential for permanent inundation) due to sea-level rise. Future net elevation is difficult to
predict accurately due to complications in saltmarsh processes and responses [13], and uncertainties in
future projections of GSLR and RSLR. Key linkages are non-linear, therefore historical data are only
of limited value and process models are required for future predictions [14] and to assist long term
management strategies.

Although saltmarshes provide high-value ecological services (such as coastal protection,
food provision and carbon sequestration) [15] and play an important role in coastal ecosystems
and populations, they still remain vulnerable to continued pressures from climate change and
anthropogenic activities [16]. Saltmarshes face the threat of permanent inundation from accelerated
sea-level rise combined with decreasing opportunities for upslope migration due to extensive human
development of coastal areas [1,17]. In this context, those responsible for conservation and management
decisions need appropriate tools with which to gauge the potential impacts of sea-level rise on
saltmarshes and other intertidal ecosystems. However, within this is also the need for sensitivity
and uncertainty analysis in order to evaluate the role of data quality and parameter uncertainties
on predicted response. With this in mind, the aim of this paper is to assess the potential of the sea
level affecting marshes model (SLAMM) [18] for investigating the response of Atlantic-Mediterranean
saltmarshes to future sea-level rise. We also examine its use in managerial schemes, through the
application of sensitivity and uncertainty analysis in the Odiel saltmarshes (Spain, Gulf of Cadiz).

SLAMM has been widely used in the USA to investigate the potential impacts of sea-level rise
on saltmarshes [19–24]. It has not however been applied to Mediterranean-Atlantic saltmarshes
(as classified by Reference [25] based on the distribution of saltmarsh flora), as found extensively in
South West Europe and North Morocco (Gulf of Cadiz). The vegetation found in southwest Iberian
saltmarshes tends to be different from that found in the Mediterranean basin or in Euro-Siberian
saltmarshes and shows similarities to those found in North-Atlantic Africa. Saltmarsh habitats in the
USA present dissimilarities to those located in SW Europe due to a range of differences in, for example,
extent, vegetation type and structure. For example, saltmarshes in the Gulf of Cadiz comprise complex
creek networks compared with the broad coastal tidal plains of the Atlantic US coast [26]. Despite its
predominant use in the USA, it is still unclear whether SLAMM can be effectively used as a managerial
tool in other parts of the world.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Design

The workflow of the approach carried out for this study is shown in Figure 1. This study first
undertakes a sensitivity analysis to explore the relative importance of data quality and resolution in the
elevation data and saltmarsh habitat classification layers. Monitoring and measurement of saltmarsh
habitats are time-consuming and costly, and the acquisition of the SLAMM input layers can require
significant resourcing. Some understanding of where surveying efforts should be focused is therefore
necessary, particularly for authorities with financial constraints. Following this, an uncertainty analysis
was performed on model inputs and different sea-rise scenarios for 2100 was undertaken to identify the
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important input parameters that control model output uncertainty and the chance of occurrence (taking
in account the sea-level rise projection uncertainties for 2100). To that aim, the best quality spatial data
(selected from the sensitivity analysis) and uncertainty distributions (model input parameters were
randomly taken from these distributions explained in Section 2.5; the data to generate the distributions
were taken from published data in the literature) are used to run SLAMM over the entire Odiel
saltmarshes, where the potential saltmarsh response due to sea-level rise was assessed. Finally, erosion
rates are investigated within the study area to assess the importance of this parameter within the
system and their impact on future projections in Mediterranean-Atlantic saltmarshes.
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Figure 1. Workflow of the approach followed for this study.

2.2. Study Area

The Odiel saltmarshes of the Odiel-Tinto estuary (Figure 2) (Gulf of Cadiz, SW-Spain) comprise
roughly 3000 ha of saltmarshes. The Tinto-Odiel estuary is situated in the central part of the Huelva
coast adjacent to the North Atlantic. Coastal ecosystems here are representative of those found
along the Gulf of Cadiz between Faro (Portugal) and Guadalquivir River (Spain) and North Africa,
comprising sand spits, large dune systems, barrier islands and tidal inlets, landward of which are
extensive saltmarshes, lagoons and estuaries that extend far into deeply carved river valleys [27,28].
The sensitivity analysis to assess spatial model inputs was undertaken on a smaller representative area
of interest (sub-site shown in Figure 2) around Saltes Island, where habitats such as beaches, tidal flats,
low marsh, high marsh, transitional marsh and up-land are found. Table 1 shows the habitats present
and labels used in the SLAMM model habitat map.
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Table 1. Description of the Odiel saltmarshes habitats with their equivalent SLAMM categories.

SLAMM Category Description

Dry-land Upland (above Highest Astronomical Tide)
Transitional Salt Marsh Estuarine intertidal scrub-shrub

Irreg.Flooded Marsh High saltmarsh
Reg.Flooded Marsh Low saltmarsh

Ocean Flat Marine intertidal unconsolidated shore mud or organic
Tidal Flat Estuarine intertidal unconsolidated shore mud or flat

Estuarine Beach Estuarine intertidal unconsolidated shore sand or beach-bar
Ocean beach Marine intertidal unconsolidated shore sand

Backshore Dry part of an active beach (located above Mean Higher High Water)
Estuarine water Estuarine water

2.3. SLAMM Model

SLAMM version 6.2 (Warren Pinnacle Consulting, Inc., Warren VT, Washington, WA, USA) [29]
was used for this study. This model simulates six key processes/factors involved in wetland
conversions and shoreline modifications during sea-level rise: inundation, accretion, erosion, overwash,
saturation, and salinity. In order to simulate these processes, SLAMM uses spatial data including
digital elevation model (DEM), slope and wetland category maps, and site-specific parameters such as
tidal range or accretion rates. To represent conversion among wetland classes, SLAMM uses a flexible
and complex decision tree incorporating geometric and qualitative relationships [29].

Wetland conversion under sea-level change occurs when sea-level rise exceeds accretion rates and
when the minimum elevation of a cell is below the minimum elevation for a specific wetland category.
The wetland lost fraction (which it is transferred to another category) is calculated as a function of
the cell slope, the minimum elevation for that category, and the lower elevation boundary for that
category [29]. Erosion will occur for those categories adjacent to water when the maximum fetch for a
certain cell is greater than 9 km.

2.4. Sensitivity Analysis of Spatial Model Inputs

A sensitivity analysis was organized to evaluate the role of model input data quality and
resolution, considering both the elevation and habitat inputs. As sensitivity relative to habitat cover
has not been explored previously, the effort here focused on investigating how detail and resolution
in this input layer affect model results (especially for those saltmarshes found in SW Europe, which
are characterized by complex creeks system). However, it should be noted that the presence and
complexity of creek systems vary considerably between marsh systems, so changing the resolution
in spatial inputs has the potential to represent a different type of saltmarsh system. These test runs
were undertaken across a smaller, but a representative region within the Odiel saltmarshes around
Saltes Island (Figure 2). The model inputs tested in this analysis (Table 2) were the marsh habitat
map (MHM) (Figure 3), the digital elevation model (DEM), and the elevation range for each habitat
category. The SLAMM categories used in Figure 3 are described in Table 1, where ‘dry-land’ integrates
‘developed land’ and ‘undeveloped land’. ‘developed land’ refers to upland environments (i.e., built
environments, farmlands) that have been defended against sea-level rise and ‘undeveloped land’ refers
to upland environments that have not been defended. The variation in surface area for each marsh
habitat maps is specified in Figure 4.

Site parameters were kept constant and are summarized in Table 3, and the five sets of tests are
summarized in Table 4. Test 1 explored the impact of cell resolution, and following this, the optimum
(defined as the cell size that optimizes running time without compromising spatial information) cell
size was then used for the remaining tests. Hence, Test 1 with the optimum cell size is used as
the base case, and thus overlaps with the base case for the other tests. Test 2 explores the role of
the marsh habitat map, represented by four different resolutions (MHM_1, MHM_2, MHM_3 and
MHM_4); Test 3 explores the role of habitat elevation range inputs. Test 4 investigates the benefit
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of using high-resolution habitat maps when only poor resolution DEMs are available, and here, the
elevation pre-processor tool is also tested. This tool is used when high-quality elevation data are not
available, and estimates elevation ranges as a function of tide ranges and known relationships between
wetland types and tide ranges (see Reference [29]). Finally, Test 5 explores the differences between the
Lidar-derived DEM and a habitat-corrected Lidar-derived DEM [30].
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Table 2. Summary of data used as inputs in SLAMM.

Name Description Source

DEM_1 Unmodified LiDAR-derived DEM (1 m spatial resolution). [31]

DEM_2 Modified LiDAR-derived DEM (1 m spatial resolution). DEM_1
was corrected using a habitat-specific correction factor [30]

DEM_3 DEM of the Andalusian Coast (10 m spatial resolution) Andalusian Environmental
Ministry

MHM_1 Marsh Habitat Map derived from supervised classification using
2013 aerial photography and DEM_2 (1 m spatial resolution) [31]

MHM_2 Manual simplification of MHM1 (5 m spatial resolution) to
remove small creeks (retains main creeks)

Derived from MHM1
(e.g., fewer small creeks)

MHM_3 Manual simplification of MHM2 (5 m spatial resolution) to
remove all creeks (only the main tidal channels remain)

Derived from MHM2
(e.g., only the main channel)

MHM_4
Reclassification of DEM2 based on habitat elevation range. For

Upland categories and backshore (where the height range
overlaps, manual editing was carried out)

Derived from DEM2

EIN Elevation inputs (EINs) per habitat category (zonation) EIN_a
(±0.2 m); EIN_b (±0.4 m) [32]

Table 3. Site-specific input parameters required for SLAMM.

Input Parameters

Description Punta Umbría Ria

Habitat Map Photo Date (YYYY) 2013
Digital Elevation Model Date (YYYY) 2013
Direction Offshore (n, s, e, w) South
Historic Trend (mm/year) 3.3
Mean Tide Level - Vertical datum (m) 0.39
Great Diurnal Tide Range (m) 3.11
Salt Elev. (m above MTL) 2.09
Marsh Erosion (horz. m/year) 0.0105
T.Flat Erosion (horz. m/year) 0.003
Reg. Flood Marsh Accr (mm/year) 6.57
Irreg. Flood Marsh Accr (mm/year) 2.5
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Table 4. Summary of the test specifications used for running sensitivity analysis in SLAMM.

Description Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5
Cell size (m) 3, 5, 10 5 5 5 5
Digital Elevation
Model

DEM_2 DEM_2 DEM_2 DEM_3 DEM_1
DEM_2

Marsh Habitat
Map

MHM_1 MHM_1
MHM_2
MHM_3
MHM_4

MHM_1 MHM_1
MHM_3

MHM_1

Elev. Prep * False False False False/True False
Elevation ranges
(zonation)

EIN EIN EIN
EIN_a (±0.2 m)
EIN_b (±0.4 m)

EIN EIN

* Elevation pre-processor available in SLAMM.

2.5. Uncertainty Analysis

SLAMM (v-6.2, Warren Pinnacle Consulting, Inc., Warren VT, Washington, WA, USA) has the
ability to perform uncertainty analysis using a Monte-Carlo approach to provide confidence statistics
for model results as a function of input uncertainties. The Monte-Carlo framework implemented the
following steps:

1. Define the input uncertainty distributions
2. Decide how many simulations lead to results which are robust (i.e., not seed sensitive)

and accurate.
3. Automatically generate random input values consistent with the uncertainty distributions.
4. Run SLAMM multiple times with these pseudorandom inputs to evaluate how SLAMM outputs

are affected (full calculation).
5. Analyze the distribution of the model output outcomes to see if there are any common patterns

helping the user to understand the dynamics/interaction of the previously defined uncertainty
distributions of the model inputs.

Uncertainty distributions (step 1) were constructed for each of the model inputs, where it was
assumed that the inputs follow a triangular distribution. Triangular distributions give more importance
to the extreme values that normal distributions, which has been effectively demonstrated in similar
analyses elsewhere (e.g., Reference [33]). It is assumed that the uncertainty distributions of the
accretion rates of both regularly and irregularly flooded marshes follow a joint distribution, but
the other parameters were assumed to be independent of each other. The SLR2100 distribution
values were defined using different published projections for global sea-level rise by 2100 range
between 0.6 and 2.5 m (based on IPCC-scenarios and predictions from References [4,8]); the local
historical sea-level rise trend (Htrend) used the observed local (Gulf of Cadiz) minimum, maximum
and most likely (average) [34] (source: PSMSL); and the regularly flooded marsh accretion (reg-accre)
and regularly flooded marsh accretion (irreg-accre) used the published Odiel saltmarshes accretion
rates [35]: Minimum (−3 standard deviations of the manifested values), maximum (+3 standard
deviations of the manifested values) and most likely (average of the manifested values).

The next steps were to determine the number of simulations (step 2) and to generate random
inputs (following the uncertainty distributions) for the model (step 3). The number of simulations
(N) for performing uncertainty analysis was determined using Equation (1) (proposed in Sobol’s
method [36]), and used by Reference [33] to perform uncertainty analysis):

N= (k + 2) × M (1)
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where k is the number of input factors and M is the sample size (usually between 500 and 1000). In this
analysis, there were four input factors (SLR2100, Histtrend, reg-accre and irreg-accre) and the value of M
was 1000, leading to a total of 10,000 simulations.

Step 4 following a full calculation approach would require 10,000 simulations using the randomly
generated model inputs to calculate the final output of saltmarsh cover classifications by the year 2100.
Computing time required for this is ~1666 h so an alternative sub-sampling approach was used [31].
Here, a full calculation was performed on a set of input values (~15 values for each parameter, which
means ~60 model runs) covering the range of the uncertainty distribution defined for each input
factors. The outputs obtained using the mentioned set of inputs values were tested and showed a
linear distribution. Thus, the rest of the outputs (9940) were estimated using linear interpolation.
The computing time here was reduced to roughly 6 h, making this approach feasible for this work
using a single computer.

2.6. Erosion Rates

Shoreline erosion and saltmarsh accretion rates were examined throughout the Odiel estuary.
As SLAMM do not take in account erosion values when the fetch is smaller than 9 km, it was important
to investigate the importance and contribution of these values in the system dynamic (marsh loss or
gain). It should be noted that erosion along marsh boundaries can be an important sediment source
for the accreting marsh system (but may favor edge accretion rather than supply to the whole marsh),
and SLAMM do not take in account this process. In this work, erosion rates were determined through
the analysis of shoreline evolution from aerial photographs between 1956 and 2013.

Saltmarsh shorelines were digitized as polylines using ArcGIS v10.2 (Environmental Systems
Research Institute, Redlands, CA, USA); for the years 1956, 1979, 1984, 2001 and 2013 using the
vegetation boundary as the marsh boundary indicator. This indicator was selected due to its stability
over time [37] and due to its unambiguous presence in the aerial imagery. Decadal rates of shoreline
change were derived using the digital shoreline analysis system (DSAS v4.0 (US Geological Survey,
Reston, VA, USA); [38]) at 100 m intervals (782 transects) along the saltmarsh shoreline. DSAS has been
widely used to determine shoreline change in different coastal environments, (e.g., References [39,40]).
The linear regression rate-of-change (LRR), determined by fitting a least squares regression line to all
shoreline points for a particular transect [38] was used here as it expresses a rate of change that takes
into account all time steps across the available data. The LRR statistic was adopted after assessing
different statistic for estimating shoreline rate-of-change in DSAS. For example, endpoint rate (EPR)
statistics (which only uses the initial and final years) masked some inter-decadal variability that was
picked up in the LRR statistic. In the case of weighted linear regression (WLR), although WLR statistics
addresses differences in uncertainties in different shoreline sources, it was not relevant for this study
because there is no significant difference in the accuracy of the surveys (aerial photography).

3. Results

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis Based on Spatial Inputs

The results suggested that the role of elevation is the most important factor in controlling model
outputs. The role of the marsh habitat map is also important; however, it does not have the same
impact on all the defined categories. The spatial model results for the tests performed are compared in
Figure 5. These results are reported by test type and saltmarsh habitat categories.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the result obtained per test performed. Ti indicates the test carried (e.g., test
1, test 2, etc.) followed by the specific input that was modified within each test, where MHM refers
to map habitat map, DEM to the digital elevation model, EIN to elevation inputs and ’3/5/10 m’ to
the cell size. The pre-processor tool was (by default) off in all the tests, and only in test 4 (T4) was
on (stated by ‘T’) and off (stated by ‘F’) to compare the utility of high-resolution habitat maps when
high-resolution DEM is not available (see Tables 2 and 4).

With regards to the test type, Test 1 showed that the cell size does not have a great impact in
outputs when 3 m and 5 m cell sizes are used. The model outputs slightly varied when a 10 m cell size
is used (Figure 5), especially for transitional saltmarshes and undeveloped dry land (Figure 5). Thus,
there is a minimal gain in implementing SLAMM with a cell size less than 5 m; SLAMM is flexible
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with regard cell sizes, cell widths usually range between 5 m and 30 m depending on site and input
data availability [29].

The sensitivity of SLAMM to different habitat maps was evaluated in Test 2; habitat map resolution
considerably influences model results (Figure 6), highlighting the importance of habitat mapping,
especially in open water, estuarine water and saltmarsh categories such as irregularly flooded marsh
and vegetated tidal flat. The impact on the two first categories is due to elevation input ranges for these
categories, which are not defined in SLAMM. Thus, habitat maps strongly control these two categories.
For example, in Figure 6 creeks are evident as only main channels are included in MHM3. Distances
from creeks are used in the accretion sub-model integrated into SLAMM, affecting habitat conversion.
In the case of MHM1 and MHM4, two habitat maps of the same resolution are compared. The results
here showed some differences as well, but these are distributed across the saltmarsh, and along the
margins. The results show that high-resolution habitat maps that represent the complexity of habitats
present (e.g., creeks system) are essential (even when the pre-processor tool is not used), and this has
not been clearly highlighted by other SLAMM users thus far.

Test 3 shows the importance of the habitat elevation range predefined within the model. Variations
of just a few centimeters in the vertical influence the model output and show the importance of correctly
defining the habitat elevation ranges, and also imply that these range inputs should be site specific.
Test 4 shows model output differences when the pre-processor tool is on and off, using a low-resolution
DEM and either the high or low-resolution habitat maps. Results significantly changed when the
pre-processor tool was turned on in both cases. As expected, the model is sensitive to a change in the
resolution of the habitat map when the pre-processor tool is on and a low-resolution DEM is used,
showing important changes when both output results are compared.

Test 5 compares the model results when the LiDAR-derived DEM (DEM1) and modified (using a
habitat-specific correction factor) DEM (DEM2) are used. Results showed that small differences in the
saltmarsh elevation model (<0.5 m) affect model outputs, highlighting the importance of knowing the
real elevation accuracy over the saltmarsh platform. The accuracy over high-density tall vegetation in
saltmarshes can be significantly different than bare ground or areas covered by short vegetation when
LiDAR-derived DEMs are used.

With regard to habitat category, the variation in surface area by habitat type is shown in Figure 5;
only the main changes for saltmarsh habitats are reported. Results for regularly flooded marsh were
sensitive to habitat map resolution. For example, when habitat maps MHM2 and MHM3 were used,
outputs differ from the best estimate (MHM1) by roughly 10 ha (~6% and −7% respectively). The
results showed a similar surface area when MHM1 and MHM4 were used (~0.2% change respect the
base case). Thus, this category can be based on elevation data if a high-resolution habitat map is not
available. However, this category is very sensitive to DEM resolution and elevation ranges. When
these variables were tested, the results varied from 20 to 70 ha (from ~14% to 44%).

Irregularly flooded marsh did not change with cell size nor when MHM2 was used. However,
the results varied slightly when habitat maps MHM3 (~2 ha less than MHM) and MHM4 (~2 ha more
than MHM1) were used. This category was sensitive to DEM spatial resolution and elevation range.
Outputs varied greatly (more than 50 ha) when the elevation pre-processor was used in Test 4.

Tidal flat outputs were very sensitive to habitat map variation, resulting in very different output
surface area—approximately 20 ha for MHM1, 36 ha for MHM2, 55 ha for MHM3 and 12 ha for MHM4.
The variation of surface area is due to the representation in MHM2 tidal creeks has been simplified
and in MHM3 they have been deleted. In the case of MHM4, the channel system is also different from
MHM1 as this map is based on elevation. This category was sensitive to DEM spatial resolution and
elevation ranges. Again, outputs varied greatly (more than 50 ha) when the elevation pre-processor
was used in Test 4.
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3.2. Uncertainty Analysis

The uncertainty analysis captured the range of variability of each output (in terms of habitat
surface area). This work is primarily interested in how the ‘total saltmarsh’ fares in the simulations,
thus, for simplicity, the saltmarsh categories have been added together. The ‘total saltmarsh’ is defined
as the combination of regularly flooded marsh, irregularly flooded marsh, and transitional marsh
categories. The uncertainty here is assessed in two ways. The first is based on the uncertainty of the
future sea-level rise by 2100 (keeping the other input factors constant). The second assessment is based
on the uncertainty of the Htrend, reg-accre and irreg-accre input factors for a 1 m sea-level rise by 2100.
For a given set of 10,000 outputs (obtained using a full calculation with linear interpolation), the total
saltmarsh changes were ordered from the largest negative to the largest positive, and the frequency
distribution was calculated as shown in Figures 7 and 8.

The effect of the 1 m scenario sea-level rise using the full range variability of input factors was
evaluated by analyzing the variability of the outputs. Interestingly, total saltmarsh showed a bimodal
distribution, with peaks representing both negative and positive change (Figure 7). Overall, 4401
simulations showed a decline of the total saltmarsh, which can be interpreted as a 44% chance of this
happening; 214 simulations showed complete elimination of marsh (<1% chance of occurring). On the
other hand, 5599 simulations express an increase in total saltmarsh (~56% chance). This is encouraging
as it captures the potential for saltmarsh creation under a rising sea-level given a suite of favorable
factors (related to sedimentation rates).
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full variability of the input factors (Htrend, reg-accre and irreg-accre), where (A) shows the relative
frequency of the range of outputs variability (%), and (B) the cumulative frequency (%).

The effect of different sea-level rise scenarios (using the SLR2100 uncertainty distribution) on model
uncertainty was also evaluated from the variability in total saltmarsh outputs. The total saltmarsh
shows a unimodal distribution, where 7270 simulations exhibited a decline in total surface area relative
to the base case (73% probability). However, the highest relative frequency (Figure 8A) shows that
there is a 22% chance of losing between 52% and 66% of the overall saltmarsh when uncertainty is only
based on sea-level rise scenarios. There are 2730 simulations exhibiting an increase in saltmarsh area
(27% probability). The probability of losing saltmarsh is higher when only sea-level rise scenarios are
considered, highlighting the importance of accretion in the sustainability of these environments.
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Relative to the initial case (2013), keeping the site parameters constant, the worst estimate was a
loss of 98% of vegetated saltmarshes by 2100 under a sea-level rise scenario of 2.3 m; the best estimate
was a loss of 91% under a sea-level scenario of 0.6 m. However, when saltmarsh accretion increased
over time, the total saltmarsh loss was reduced leading to the best estimate loss of 7% (under a 1 m
sea-level rise, assuming 3.5 mm year−1 historical sea level trend, 18.5 mm year−1 accretion rates in
regularly flooded marsh and 2.6 mm year−1 in irregularly flooded marsh). These findings demonstrate
once again the importance of future accretion rates (notably sediment availability and supply) in the
fate of the Odiel saltmarshes.

3.3. Assessment of the Erosion Rates

Erosion is also an important factor in saltmarsh loss, and it could exacerbate the impacts of
sea-level rise. However, as it was mentioned previously SLAMM does not take into account erosion
when the fetch is smaller than 9 km. This is the case of the Odiel saltmarshes, and thus erosion was
not considered in the results. In order to assess the importance of this parameter in our study site
erosion rates within the saltmarsh were estimated. Overall, the results showed that erosion is a relevant
parameter and it is essential to model saltmarsh future projections in a context of sea-level rise.

The most striking result in the analysis of saltmarsh shoreline change is the significant difference
in behavior between the northern and southern marshes over recent decades (1956–2013). The Odiel
saltmarshes in the mid/lower estuary have mostly retreated whereas those in the upper estuary have
mostly advanced (Figure 9). Within the upper estuary, the greatest growth is experienced on the east
shore of the Retamal creek, where the horizontal growth rate is >2.5 m year−1. Saltmarsh shorelines
associated with the islands within the mid/lower estuary show recession over the same time frame:
Enmedio Island, for example, has eroded at a rate of 0.5–2.5 m year−1.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

SLAMM is an open source model that can be implemented with relative ease. It has been used
to investigate potential impacts of sea-level rise on coastal wetlands in a range of locations, though
primarily the USA [20,21,41–44]. Here, SLAMM was implemented to explore the role of sea-level rise on
Mediterranean-Atlantic saltmarshes using the Odiel system (SW-Spain) as a case study. This has shown
that SLAMM could be used for modelling large expanses of saltmarsh, but results need to be handled
carefully especially when the fetch is smaller than 9 km. An important limitation of SLAMM lies in
its application of lateral erosion, which is not considered when the fetch is smaller than 9 km. This is
an important limitation when modelling Mediterranean-Atlantic saltmarshes, and indeed many of the
infilled estuaries in Europe where the within-estuary open water is usually much narrower than 9 km.

Lateral erosion is an important process when predicting future saltmarsh response due to sea-level
rise, and this rule would need to be modified (as indicated by Reference [45]) when European
saltmarshes are investigated where the fetch will be usually smaller than 9 km. Several authors
(e.g., References [46,47]) have argued that although a saltmarsh may able to accrete vertically in a
context of sea-level rise, lateral erosion due to different factors (anthropogenic and natural) may
significantly impact the pioneer zone, thereby inducing higher saltmarsh loss rates. Although there is
plenty of sediment supply for the Odiel saltmarshes to accrete vertically [31,34], the saltmarsh loss
due to lateral erosion processes is significant and it may induce greater saltmarsh loss in the context
of sea-level rise. The interaction of these factors is not modelled by SLAMM under the mentioned
conditions and it probably underestimates low marsh and pioneer zone loss.

Aside from the lateral erosion issues, SLAMM could be a helpful tool for detecting sensitive
areas within Mediterranean-Atlantic saltmarshes in the context of a rising sea level (e.g., to help to
identify vulnerable zones in combination with field data [24], or to identify where wetland migration
corridors are crucial [48]). For example, model results can help managers and decision makers to plan
adaptation strategies for saltmarshes, and also to define boundaries for further investigation using
more complex physical models (e.g., Reference [49]) or individual-based models (e.g., Reference [50])
that may not feasible when landscape scales are used. However, there are many uncertainties related
to sea-level rise impacts over saltmarshes and it is important to be aware of these when projections are
used to inform saltmarshes and intertidal ecosystem management. The main uncertainties detected
here were due to model limitations and data quality.

The first uncertainty detected in saltmarsh modelling was related to the simplification of the
saltmarsh processes implemented in SLAMM. Models and empirical relationships used to predict
the effects of sea-level rise may simplify relationships (assuming a constant state) [21] and assume
that coastal geomorphology does not change as sea level rises, which is unlikely. SLAMM lacks
feedback mechanisms that may play an important role as sea-level rise accelerates. For example,
increasing inundation of saltmarshes may increase macrophyte production and lead to increased
vertical accretion [51]. Additionally, processes governed by the tidal regime are assumed to be constant
and therefore with increasing progression from the initial condition into a simulation, uncertainties
in model prediction will increase. In this sense, the historical evolution of the studied system
plays an important role in identifying the main drivers acting on the system. By considering past
behavior, the system response due to past sea-level rise, for instance, can provide useful information
for contextualizing the future response of the system. As demonstrated here, uncertainty analysis
considering probability distributions becomes essential to assess the probability of different system
responses. The accurate definition of these probability distributions is crucial to reduce uncertainty,
and historical data should be considered in this process.

The second uncertainty surrounding modelling saltmarsh response to sea-level rise is data source
quality and resolution. The resolution of input data is an important factor in spatial models like
SLAMM and is usually constrained by data source [22]. Elevation data and habitat map accuracy have
been identified here as key components contributing to uncertainty in SLAMM habitat predictions
in the context of sea-level rise. Improving the accuracy of the LiDAR-derived DEMs using saltmarsh
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habitat maps [52] is one approach to reduce elevation quality derived uncertainties. It is highly
recommended to do a rigorous validation of LiDAR-derived DEMs, especially in saltmarshes where
perennial tall vegetation and/or high vegetation density are found. For example, in the case of the
Odiel saltmarshes, the LiDAR-derived DEM showed vertical errors of up to 0.5 m in areas colonized
by Spartina densiflora [30].

Apart from uncertainties related to the model and input data, there are also uncertainties directly
linked to sea-level rise projections; global sea-level rise by 2100 projections range roughly between 0.28
and 1.4 m [3] and could exceed 2 m according to more recent studies [10]. Local projections for the
Odiel saltmarshes estimated from historical trends and future projections using a correlation factor
include 0.64–0.86 m (IPCC scenarios), 1.07–2.27 m [4] and 1.17 m [5,53]. Given the uncertainty in
future sea-level rise, in combination with spatial habitat conversion that may not well reproduced
by predictive models and the site-specific input parameter variability, site-specific projections likely
fluctuate in accuracy [24,54]. Thus, it is essential to consider uncertainty analysis and update the
information based on new research findings when possible.

Finally, management strategies themselves may have uncertain consequences. Robust
management decisions require diverse information, predictions and their associated uncertainty [21].
For this purpose, a multi-criteria decision analysis can provide a suitable tool to integrate different
information [55,56], including results from several models. Apart of combining SLAMM results with
other model outputs in the management strategies, the use of predictive models such as SLAMM could
also be used as a tool for assessing the effectiveness of different management measures for instance.
Thus, the combination of different tools (including uncertainty analysis) could be the key for managing
coastal ecosystems within the uncertain future that they currently face.
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